Each section has both fiction and nonfiction books.
 Fiction books are shelved alphabetically by author name.
 Nonfiction books are shelved by numbers using the Dewey
Decimal System. (Remember: onfiction= umbers)

Spine labels identify where books belong.

: Shelved in alphabetical
order according to first three letters of author’s last name

E
DAY

(i.e., The Day the Crayons Quit; Author: Drew Daywalt)

: Shelved in numerical order
according to the Dewey Decimal System and the first three
letters of the author’s last name. Books also have a large
yellow “E” sticker.
(i.e., All About Pit Bulls; Author: Jeni Wittrock)

: Shelved in alphabetical
order according to first three letters of author’s last name.
Books have a special Green Dot sticker.
(i.e., Series: Magic Tree House, A Ghost Tale for Christmas; Author: Mary Pope
Osborne)
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: Sometimes referred to as “chapter books”. Shelved in
alphabetical order according to first three letters of author’s last name.
Most of these books are found in the book shelves along the outer walls.
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(i.e., Series: Dog Tags, Title: Prisoners of War; Author: C. Alexander London)

: Aisle book cases. Books are shelved numerically according to
the Dewey Decimal System and three letters (usually the first three letters
of the author’s last name). Use sign labels on book cases.
(i.e., Chorkie; Author: Sheila Hammer)

: Shelved under 921 with the first
three letters of the subject person’s last name
(i.e., Abraham Lincoln)

only

: Not available for check out – to be used in library
(i.e., Webster’s Dictionary and Thesaurus for Home, School and Office; Author: Noah Webster)
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YA
: Shelved in alphabetical order according to first three
letters of author’s last name
(i.e., Hunger Games; Author, Suzanne Collins)

: Shelved in numerical order according to the
Dewey Decimal System and the first three letters of the author’s
last name.
(i.e., Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War)

: Shelved under 921
with the first three letters of the subject person’s last name
(i.e., Amos Fortune, Free Man)
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Find

Reset All

Before beginning any search, it’s a good idea to
click “Reset All” to clear any information that may
have been entered by previous users.
To begin a new search
any time, click on Library Search from
the list of menu options on the top left
of the screen. You will return to the
Basic Search screen to begin a new
search. (Don’t forget to “Reset” if you need to!)

The Call Number, found under the book title next to the
little red book icon, tells you where to find the book.

NOTE: Don’t be
confused by the word
“Location”. That tells
which school has a copy
of the book. Several
schools may have a
copy of the same book
and the computer
tracks books for ALL
schools in our district.

Before going to the shelves, make sure the book is
available or not. The column to the right of the book title tells how
many of the library’s copies are available; i.e., 0 of 1 available.
Remember: You can place the book on hold at the checkout.

Enter any word in the Find field to pull up a list of books with that word
anywhere in the title, description, subject, or series. You may get a pretty large
selection using this type of search. (i.e., happiness)
Enter a word or phrase from a book title in the Find field to pull up a list of
books with that information in the title. Check spelling! (i.e., Wizard of Oz)
Enter the last name of an author in the Find field to find books by anyone with
that last name. Again, spelling of the name is important. (i.e., Seuss)
Enter any subject in the Find field to pull up a list of books by that subject.
Don’t forget: spelling! (i.e., Revolutionary War)

Enter the title of a series in the Find field to get a listing of books in a series. If
books haven’t been entered in the database as part of a series, they may not
appear in the search. Using a Title search might be more helpful. (i.e., 39 Clues)

Think of words to help the
computer sort out what you
do and don’t want.
Notice drop down options to the
right: “This exact phrase”, “Any
these words”

Other options available
under the drop menu
include video and e-book
Same as Grade Level
You can choose a range
to find books at your own
reading level (drop down menu,
choose Lexile, then enter a range)

Key words, Lexile
range, interest level,
and circulation type.

Key Words?
Lexile Range?
Reading Level?
Interest Level?
Anything else?
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